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 women occasionally go and see their relations for a short time, but come back to their
 husbands. As to the children of Bakele women, the girl remains Bakele, but the
 boy remains Babongo.

 It would seem, therefore, that the total absorption of the Pygmies in this region
 is merely a matter of time, and the absorption will be as complete as it has been behind
 Sierra Leone, Liberia and the Ivory Coast.

 It is to be noted that the Pygmies on the Upper Ogowe are called Babongo,
 while those near the sea are called Beku. I saw some of both tribes, and found them
 very distinct in appearance.

 A Babongo woman in child goes about as usual, but when the infant is born
 she is kept indoors three months, and other women bring food. The father names the
 boys, the mother the girls. Before marrying age the boy is given a new name.
 For instance, Likinga's baby naine was Chokati. The husband gives a new name
 to the girl when he marries her. Tsaka's (she pronounced it nearly Taka) baby
 name was Bashega, and the name Tsaka was given her by her husband.

 The Babongo spend their time hunting, but Likinga said there was not much
 game in the bush, and no elephants. He used the bow. I showed him a Fang
 cross-bow which I. had. It interested him very much, and he evidently had not
 seen one before. The women make the cassava farms, and the site of the plantation
 is changed every year. This farming indicates that they are assimilating to the
 other tribes among Whom they live. They use cutlasses for planting and cutting,
 and do not seem to have hoes any more than the other tribes, who are all without
 them. The hoe means too much hard work. They eat fish when given them, but
 do not catch fish themselves, as they say they do not know how to make thread.
 If they find dead meat in the bush they will eat it. They cook in earthenware
 pots made by the women. They make mats of bark and fibre. The Bawanji taught
 them. They always make a fetish ceremony before going to hunt to ensure good
 luck. Men and women may eat the same, with few exceptions. Snakes and crocodiles
 women do not eat. Some men do not eat gorillas. If a gorilla kills a man, he leaves
 him on the ground. Likinga was emphatic that gorillas do not eat flesh of any kind,
 but live exclusively on fruits of the bush, or bananas in a plantation. They, however,
 bite a man in killing him.

 When a Babongo dies, he is buried in the bush, laid straight out and protected
 with mats. Everything in the house is put in the grave. The funeral dance is held
 by day as well as by night. The relatives smear themselves with white clay, but the
 dancers do not. They merely oil their bodies. Bonji takes the dead man's spirit
 away. This word for God is used by many tribes in this region. The Babongo
 have string instruments and drums, but not wind instruments.

 This is the summary of the conversation through an interpreter.
 F. W. H. MIGEOD.

 British Isles: Craniometry. Parsons.
 The Cephalic Index of the British Isles. By F. G. Parsons, 4

 F.R.C.S., F.S.A.

 The cephalic index is so often quoted and used by Anthropologists that the
 accompanying list of the records which I have been able to collect may be of value
 to those engaged on craniological work.

 I need only preface it by saying that all the records are those of adult males,
 Since there is reason to believe that the female head has a rather higher index than
 that of the male (Parsons and Lucas Keene, Journ. Anat., Vol. LIV., p. 58).

 Since some of the measurements were made on living heads and some on dry
 skulls, the cranial indices of the latter have been converted into cephalic indices by

 the addition of 8 mm. to the length and breadth, to allow for the absent soft parts.

 [ 19 ]
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 RECORDS OF BRITISH CEPHALIC INDICES.

 No. of d Maximal Maximal Length
 Lengt.xBrAdth and Records. Length. Breadth- Breadth.

 Ancien t.
 Long Barrow - 37 725 204 148 352 Macalister (quoted by

 Macdonell, Biometrika,
 Vol. 3, p. 192).

 Long Barrow - - 20 725 204 148 352 Parsons (J. Anth. Jnst.,
 Vol. 51, p. 55.

 Long Barrow - - 16 757 198-6 150-4 349 Schuster, Bbometrilea,
 Vol. 4, p. 351.

 Round Barrow - - 36 767 188-6 144-8 333-4 Schuster, Biometrika,
 Vol. 4, p. 351.

 Beaker Folk (Bronze 15 832 190 158 348 Wright (E. Yorks.), J.
 Age). Anat., Vol. 38, p. 119.

 Beaker Folk (Bronze 13 855 187 160 347 Reid (N.E. Scotland).
 Age).

 Beaker Folk (Bronze 8 830 188 156 344 Parsons (J. 4nth. Inist.,
 Age). Vol. 43, p. 550).

 Iron Age (Celtic 23 742 194 144 338 Wright and Greenwell
 British). (N.E. Yorks.), (Archw-

 ologia, Vol. LX., p. 251.

 Mediceyal.
 Saxon, Canons - - 8 759 198 150 348 Rolleston.
 Rothwell, Northants. 100 773 194 150 344 Parsons (Crypt of
 (14th and 15th cen- Church), J. Anth. Intst.,
 turies.) Vol. XL , p. 483.

 Dover (14th centurv) - 12 782 193 151 344 Parsons (Crypt of
 former St. Peter's

 Church).
 Upchureh, N. Kent 16 792 192 152 344 Parsons (Crypt of
 (14th century and Church).
 later).

 Hythe (14th and 15th 322 812 187 151 338 Parsons (Processional of
 centuries). Church), J. Anthrop.

 Inxst., Vol. 38, p. 419.

 3Modern.
 17th Century.

 Whitechapel - - 135 755 197 148.7 345 7 Macdonell, Biometrika,
 Vol. 3, p. 192.

 Moorfields - - * 42 766 197 1 151 348 Macdonell, Biometrika,
 Vol. 5, p. 86.

 18th Ceentury.
 Claremarket - - 30 765 196 150 346 Parsons, Lancet, 20th

 April 1918.

 Scots Soldiers - - 9 737 197-5 146.5 344 Parsons, Army Medical.
 Museum, Millbank.

 Irish Soldiers - - 29 754 199 150 349 Parsons, Army Medical
 Museum, Millbank.

 English Soldiers - - 42 764 195 149 344 Parsons, Millbank
 Museum.

 19th and 20th Centuries.
 Highlands and Islands 9 749 197 147.6 344 6 Turner, Tr. R. Soc. of

 Edin., Vol. XL., p. 3.
 Plynlymmon Moor- 27 754 199 150 349 Fleure and James, J.
 land. Anthrop. Im8t., Vol. 46,

 p. 35.

 Glasgow - . . 505 755 195 8 147 9 343 7 Matthew Young, Tr. R.
 Soc. of Edin., Vol. LI.,
 p. 348.

 Renfrew - - - 11 762 198 150 8 348 8 Turner.

 [ 20 ]
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 No. of d Maximal Maximal Length
 Records. Index Length. Breadth. Brandth.

 IHighlands - - - 55 764 1995- 152-5 352 Beddoe, Races of
 Britain 1885.

 Arran Isle - - - 4 766 201 154 355 Haddon.
 Berwickshire - - 30 767 199 152*5 351 5 Beddoe.
 Wiltshire - - - 55 768 195 150.1 345-1 Beddoe.
 W. Somerset - - 71 768 192-9 148 3 341-2 Beddoe.
 Denbighshire Upland - 51 770 190 5 150.2 341 Fleure and James.
 Arran Isle - - - 27 771 197 152 349 Haddon.
 -Shetland - - - 5 771 198 4 153 351 Turner.
 W. Montgomery - 100 772 192 2 148 3 340*5 Fleure and James.
 S. Cardigan - - 58 773 198 2 153-3 351 5 Fleure and James.
 Inishboffin (Galway) - 5 773 194 150 344 Haddon.
 Munster - - - 46 774 196 151.5 347-5 Beddoe.
 Educated Scots - - 20 774 201 5 156 357 5 Beddoe.
 R. Engineers - - 118 775 194- 9 151 -1 346 Pearson, Biometrika,

 Vol. 8, p. 131.
 Cumberland and Lancs. 10 775 194 150-5 344-5 Beddoe.
 S.E. Carmarthen 84 775 196 152 348 Fleure and James.
 Gloucestershire - - 77 776 193-8 150 3 344 Beddoe.
 Bristol Hospital Pa- 80 776 194 150-7 344-7 Beddoe.

 tients.
 Midlothian - - 16 777 197-6 153-4 351 Turner.
 N. Chilterns (1920) - 200 777 195 151-5 346-5 Bradbrooke and Parsons.
 St. Thomas's Hospital 150 777 193 150 343 Parsons.

 Patients.
 King's College and 88 777 197 153 350 Gladstone.

 Middlesex Hospital
 Teaching Staff.

 E. Somerset - - 94 777 193 150 343 Beddoe.
 Tregaron (Cardigan) - 34 778 198 154 352 Fleure and James.
 Kerry - 20 778 197 153-1 350 Beddoe.
 Cornwall - - - 17 779 194 5 151.5 346 Beddoe.
 King's College and 457 779 195 152 347 Gladstone.

 Middlesex Hospital
 Students.

 Edinburgh Dissecting 32 779 192-6 150 342- 6 Turner.
 Room.

 British Soldiers (1919) 124 780 191 149 340 Parsons.
 ?S. Wales - . - 66 780 193 150-5 343 5 Beddoe.
 Cambridge Dissecting 120 7S0 194- 3 151-5 346 Duckworth.

 Room.
 N. Devon - - - 56 780 195 152-1 347 Beddoe.
 Oxford Undergraduates 959 78 02 196-05 152-84 349 Schuster.
 British Association - ? 782 198 1 155 353 Lee.
 University College 25 782' 196-4 153-5 350 Pearson.

 Staff.
 Yorkshire - - - 1 782 193*5 151 5 345 Beddoe.
 Eduicated Englishmen 40 7825- 198 155 353 Beddoe.
 S. D)evon - . - 42 783 192-8 151 344 Beddoe.
 British Criminals - 3,000 785 191*7 150-4 342
 S. Somerset - - 32 785 191 150 341 Beddoe.
 E. of England - - 30 786 192 151 343 Beddoe.
 St. 'homas's Hospital 153 787 193-4 152.3 345Z7 Parsons.

 (1910-19) Stuclents.
 British Anatomists, 29 791 197-7 156-3 354 Browne.

 Duiblin Conference
 1897.

 Ardudwv - - 113 792 *'6 192-7 152*7 34r5*4 Fleure and James
 Cambridge Undergra- 1,000 796 193-5 154 347-5

 duates.
 Newquay (Cardigan) - 18 798 195- 5 155 340 5 Fleure and James
 E. Lobhian - - 10 812 191 155 346 Turner.
 Fife - - - - 12 816 193 157-6 351 Turner.
 Gt. Cleft, N. Wales - 131 819 [93-5 158-5 352 Floure and James.

 C 21 1
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 The foregoing list is given for what it is worth, and no doubt is open to a good
 deal of criticism; indeed, the more it is criticised the better it will be for our future
 work.

 In the first place there is an undoubted overlap in the Long Barrow skulls.
 Macalister measured between 37 and 54 of the Thurnham collection at Cambridge,
 being able to get only one measurement in several skulls while Schuster recorded
 16 of the Rolleston collection at Oxford. The 20 skulls which I measured were
 those of both these series which had faces attached, as well as a few more from
 other parts of the co-untry, since I was more interested at that time in the faces
 than the crania.

 As a matter of fact, I got exactly the same results as Macalister; but Schuster's
 records warn us that the real Long Barrow average may be a little higher, perhaps
 about 735. There can be little doubt, however, that we are now very close to
 the average index of British Long Barrow male heads. It will be well to emphasise
 once more that in this paper all the dry skulls have had 8 mm. added to their length
 and breadth for the soft parts.

 In the Bronze Age Beaker folk, Wright, Reid and I are very close in our
 records, and it seems pretty certain that this race had an index sQme ten points
 higher than that of the Long Barrow people.

 The difference between Schuster's Round Barrow skulls and these is accounted
 for by the practical certainty that in the Round Barrows are usually found Beaker
 folk and Long Barrow people buried togetlher, and Schuster's results are obviously
 and intentionally a record of the two combined.

 The Anglo-Saxon record is appreciably higher than that of the Long Barrow
 and lower than that of the Beaker folk. We have no records of pure Nordic skulls
 in Great Britain, but if we refer to Retzius's " Crania Suecica Antiqua " we find
 that those of the Stone Age have a cephalic index of about 760, those of the Bronze
 Age of about 750, and those of the Iron Age of about 748. It seems, therefore, that
 the Anglo-Saxons were rather rounder headed than the Swedish vikings of historic
 times, and this is probably accounted for by a greater mixture with mid-European
 brachycephals while they were still on the Continent.

 In the medieval period the skulls at Rothwell probably approach the average
 of the Midlands in the fourteenth century, but the Kentish skulls of the same date
 point strongly to a considerable influx of Continental round heads, which reaches
 its maximum at Hythe. It should be mentioned that women's and children's
 skulls are quite numerous at Hythe, and just as round as those of the men, so that
 we need not invent a great battle to explain them.

 In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the three London series of
 Whitechapel, Moorfields and ClaOremarket are very valuable, and the results agree
 with one another wonderfully well; they have an average index of about 760, and
 this is again supported by the English soldiers' skulls of a little later date at Millbank.
 Apparently th average bead shape of England altered very lit-tle between Saxon
 times and the eighteenth century: that little being a rise of about one point,
 probably due to immigration from the Continent, one wave of which we have traced
 at Hythe.

 The head shapes of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries point to a further
 considerable rise in the index, as the number of records in the list between 770 and
 780 shows. It is interesting to notice that, while the British soldier of the' eighteenth
 century averaged 764, those of the late war were 780; and that while the average
 Londoner of the seventeenth century was 760, the present patients in St. Thomas's
 Hospital are 777. Any one of these results, taken alone, may be regarded with
 suspicion, but when they corroborate one another the cumulative effect is by no
 means negligible. and we have to decide whether the English head has altered its

 [ 22 ]
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 shape in the last two centuries owing to some change in environment which has only
 lately become active, or whether we shall be content with the more prosaic explanation
 that the last two centuries have seen a great increase in the facilities of locomotion
 and a consequent increase in the numbers of round headed Poles, Germans. French,
 and Swiss, who have been able to use our country as a refuge and new home.
 Personally I think the latte-r explanation is all we need: but there are those who
 hold that education broadens the head as well as the mind, and I am bound to
 admit that most of the series of teachers and students and learned assemblies are
 well up in the list-particularly the Cambridge undergraduates, who, in this inter-
 University competition, have beaten their Oxford competitors handsomely. But
 even if we grant that the more academic people have the broader heads it does not
 follow that education has done it, for it may well be that those people who have
 the broader heads are more desirous to use their energies in academic pursuits, and
 are more amenable to scholastic and sedentary restraint.

 We evidently want more evidence on these points, but I think that when we
 come to head size, as shown by the sum of the length and breadth, it is pretty
 evident that the academic people have the advantage. The cephalic index takes
 no account of head height, which of course is a serious loss, but if we use the material
 we have and add the lengths to the breadths of the heads of the presumably more

 intellectual groups, such as University and King's College staffs, the British Associa-
 tion, British anatomists and educated Englishmen and Scotsmen, we find that
 they always give an average sum reaching or exceeding.350, the educated Scots
 heading the list with 357 5, while in the other records it is quite exceptional to
 find the 350 limit reached.

 The record of the 3,000 criminals is interesting and probably justifies the trouble
 taken over them. Their cephalic index of 785 is quite high when compared with
 the 777 which Beddoe got in the Bristol Infirmary and I in St. Thomas's Hospital
 patients: two sources whence a fairly representative sampling of southern England
 should be expected. It suggests that our recent immigrants from central Europe
 have contributed even more than their fair share to British crime. On the other
 hand, th- size of their heads, as indicated by the sum of the length and breadth,
 is only 342, which is very low indeed.

 Oar records do not give us any reason for thinking that the size of the modern
 Englishman's head is increasing with its increasing rotundity; in fact, both the
 Saxons and Long Barrow folk, from the fusion of whom most of our blood is derived,
 seem to have rather larger heads than the average modern Englishman, and there
 is no reason to believe that they were larger men physically.

 Many other suggestive hints for further inquiry may be drawn from this list,
 but I have not space to notice all that occur to me; of course, although it contains
 several thousand records, it is only picking at the ground where a population of
 40 millions is concemed, and no doubt too it is only approximately accurate.
 Where so many observers are involved the personal equation is sure to be there;
 indeed, in some places, glaring discrepancies need accounting for-such as the
 enormous difference in the records of the Oxford and Cambridge undergraduates.
 Possibly a mistake in the arithmetic has crept in; but, if not, it would be verv
 interesting to leam whether Cambridge still keeps up her average index of 796
 while Oxford is only 780.

 Personally, I think that, in spite of inequalities which may be explained later
 on, the list justifies the labour which so many observers have given to it, and that,
 with more help, we may fill up the gaps and make it much more complete and
 useful. F. G. PARSONS

 [ 23 j
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